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Welcome to the Winter 2012 edition of Rough Running News
Well, although this may just have been the muddiest, wettest Winter
ever, nothing, it would seem deters us from our training runs or races –
and the well deserved pint afterwards. Of late, training runs have been
particularly challening at times (think – Total Wipeout), so there is never
a dull moment. Graham has also created a great Bing map of all our
Thursday night run pubs. You can see it at
http://www.binged.it/RRZ8tA.
This has been another great year for TACH. We have many new members with 75
currently paid up, and lots more offering to lead training runs. Sometimes when
someone new joins us on a training run, they will say that they weren't sure if they
would be “good enough”, but this has never been an issue. Members have a broad
range of abilities and there is so much support for each other, in terms of planning
and leading training runs and races.
Thank-you to everyone who has contributed to this issue, and particularly to Andy
from whom I have taken over as editor, and who has continued to record and report
all the race results, and to Antony, who helped me get this edition out in time.
Unfortunately no race reports were submitted for this issue, but there is lots of other
stuff to keep you interested. More reports next time please!
In this issue: Have you ever wondered exactly what a mountain marathon runner
packs in his/her rucksack? Well, wonder no more; Antony and Chris reveal all in the
feature, “What's in my bag?” Plus, there is all the news from the AGM, Facebook, our
Chairman's review of the year and all the race news.
Happy reading and Happy New Year!
Jayne King
Editor
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2012 AGM
The AGM was held on 4th October at the Inn on the Green, Horfield. After a short run
led by Emma, many members attended the meeting in the function room upstairs.
Our Treasurer, Claire Scaife revealed TACH's very healthy bank balance and it was
agreed that good use of the funds would be looked at by the new Committee during
the course of 2013.
The club have been notified that the England Athletics membership fees are increasing
to £10 per member. It was proposed that the Committee should also look at perhaps
switching to an alternative affiliation body at some point – the main disadvantage
being that we won't get London Marathon places.
New Committee
Everyone was very happy that Chris Smart agreed to stay as Chair for another year.
The new Committee voted in by the members is as follows:
Chair
Club Captain
Secretary
Treasurer
Membership
Race Director
Joint Run Meisters
Rough Running News Editor
Kit Meister
Spiderman (website &
communication)
Marshall Meister
Social Secretary
Members without Portfolio

Chris Smart
Alex Foster
Helen King
Claire Scaife
Debbie Evans
Tilly Shaw
Cindy Crossland & Graham Bazley
Jayne King
Cathy Fagg
Luke Taylor
Lucien Campbell-Kemp
Andy Fagg
Antony Clark, Mark Vogan, John
Smart & Tony Standing

TACH Website
Membership can now be applied for/renewed online and online race entry is now also
possible, which has been very well received.
Membership fees were due from 1st October, so if you havn't renewed or applied for
membership yet, please go to: http://www.tach.otg.uk/joining.php where you can
pay online or print off the form to send to Debbie.
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TACH 12th Night Dinner
SATURDAY, 5th JANUARY 2013
The venue was full to capacity for the 2012 dinner, so in January
2013 we are doing something a bit different. Church House in Long Ashton has a
large hall which should easily accommodate all of us. Everyone should have received
an email invitation from Andy by now.
The Town & Country Harriers Annual Dinner will be
held in accordance with club tradition on the Saturday
closest to 12th Night. Starting with drinks and nibbles
at 7pm and dinner served at 7.30pm, this promises to
be a great night out for TACH runners and their
partners to celebrate a year of off-road running in and
around Bristol.
The dinner will followed by the traditional speeches and
presentations. Who will be the Club Champion this year? We
can then kick off our shoes, get down and have a boogie until
the evening finishes at midnight. Or just carry on chatting and
drinking with our running mates.

Chris receiving the Green Man award (and a bottle of beer) way back in January 2006
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12th Night Dinner menus
Please indicate your preference when booking:
Pre dinner:

Crisps and nuts

Starter:

Bruschetta with Salmon Pate or Venison & Pistachio Pate or Houmous

Main:

Moroccan Harissa Chicken or Vegetable Tagine (Vegan) served with
Minted and Roasted Vegetable CousCous
OR
Thai Green Chicken Curry or Indonesian Vegetable Curry (Vegetarian)
served with Coconut and Lime Leaf Rice
Flatbread / Naan or Garlic Ciabatta
Salad

Desert:

Chocolate Truffle Torte or Passionfruit Pavlova or Winter Pudding
served with Cream

Dinner FAQs
Who is this for?
The dinner is open to all TACH members and their partners
What are my transport/parking options getting to the event?
There is good public transport - there is a bus stop immediately outaide the venue. The last bus back into Bristol is at 2340. There is a large car park for people who
drive.
What about drinks?
The event is BYO - bring your own booze!!
Where can I contact the organiser with any questions?
Call Andy on 07986 360845 or email at andyfagg@tantraweb.co.uk
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CHAIRMAN'S REVIEW
When I took over as Chairperson for TACH from Rob Hicks at the 2011 AGM, I was
slightly apprehensive, as Rob’s year in the Chair had been very successful for the club
and seemed a hard act to follow. With hindsight, I needn’t have been concerned, as
the committee, retaining a core from the previous year as well as welcoming a
number of new members, has steered TACH through another very successful year.
Membership at the 2011 AGM stood at 60 and has increased to 75 at the 2012 AGM I’m surprised G8 economists aren’t turning up at the pubs for the secrets of our
growth! I’m sure that the main reasons for the growth are the way new runners are
made welcome by everyone, the ethos of catering for all by looping back to make sure
no-one gets left behind and the great variety that is offered on Thursday evenings
with TACH.
The races put on by the club in 2012, under the guidance of a new Race Director, Tilly
Shaw, have been another area of success. The Moorland Multi-Terrain has now
become a popular fixture on the local winter race circuit and its third outing saw the
largest entry so far with over 200 runners. The Summer Series reverted to four races
with the introduction of the very well-received Purdown Pursuit, thanks to a course
devised by Jonathan Gledson and much hard work to get the necessary permits by
Tilly. Luke Taylor’s technical wizardry to get online entry in place for all the races was
appreciated as most entries came through that avenue. Three-quarters of the club’s
members helped out with at least one of the races, so thanks to all of you for your
efforts.
The club’s finances have been another area of continuing strength in 2012. Claire
Scaife has successfully completed the club’s registration for HMRC’s Community &
Amateur Sports Clubs scheme, which should simplify our tax affairs in the future. The
new committee has to develop a proposal for distributing, in line with the club’s
constitition, some of the surplus that we currently have sitting in the bank – not a bad
position to be in!
So, going in to my second year in the Chair for TACH, I have none of the apprehension
that bothered me at this time last year. The strength of the committee that was
elected in October will, I am sure, drive the continued the success of the club.

Chris Smart
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“WHAT’S IN MY BAG”?
A mountain marathon is a serious running and navigation challenge. If you have ever
considered doing one, and wondered what you might need, then read on ….
What’s in Antony’s mountain marathon pack?
Over the years, the
races that I've
enjoyed the most
are mountain
marathons. These
aren't anything like
road marathons,
they're two-day
races in the
mountains where
pairs of runners
navigate their way
to a series of
checkpoints using
map and compass,
carrying with them
all the gear they
need to camp out overnight half way round.
I've been asked to write a few lines on what I include in my backpack on these
events.
The first thing to say is that every race supplies a kit list which details the minimum
that must be carried. This is to ensure that teams have enough gear to be self
sufficient in the mountains, possibly a long way from help. It's a pretty standard list
across all races and is normally something like this:
Personal kit of whistle, compass, full waterproof body cover (jacket with hood and
waterproof trousers), hat and gloves, 'suitable' footwear - normally fell type running
shoes with good grip. Sometimes they specify that hiking boots are not permitted.
The organisers will supply you with a map.
There is then supplementary kit which every competitor must carry - spare leggings,
long sleeve top and socks, a warm mid layer, pencil and paper, personal first aid kit
(they'll probably specify what this must contain), emergency food, head torch (+
batteries), sleeping bag and a sleeping mat to insulate you from the ground. Don't
forget a spoon.
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Finally, there is shared kit that the pair must split between them: tent, stove, fuel,
food for 36hrs and a cooking pot.
GPSs are always forbidden in any form (watch, phone or a separate unit). This is
because route choice and navigation ability are a key part of the challenge of these
events.
Mountain marathons are strict on ensuring that all competitors have the minimum kit
and there are often random spot checks at the start, finish or overnight camp where
people who aren't carrying the minimum kit are disqualified.
It is in runners' interests to take the least amount they can as they have to carry it
with them for two days and any weight shaved off will make them faster. Lightweight
kit can be expensive though so when you first do a mountain marathon it makes
sense to borrow as much of the specialist kit as you can. You can invest in new
lightweight kit a bit at a time as the years go by.
Tent: Mark has a Terra
Nova Laser
Competition tent
which we use if I'm
running with him. I
have a Terra Nova
Solar but at >2kg it's
over twice the weight
of Mark's.
Lightweight tents are
usually really small
and uncomfortable
but you put up with it
because of the weight
advantage.
Sleeping bag: Down
bags are the lightest
but are expensive and
don't insulate very
well if they get wet. I
have a Kimmlite down
bag but they don't
make them any more.
Jan has a new PHD
Designs Minimus bag
which is very similar
(and fantastic). Both
these bags are very lightweight and narrow and don't have a zip. I also use a silk
sleeping bag liner as it keep the bag clean (down bags are difficult / expensive to
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wash), makes the bag warmer and scrunches up really small. If it's cold then you
sleep fully dressed to keep warm.
Sleeping mat: I normally use a 3/4 length Thermarest when I'm camping but on
mountain marathons I swop that for a "balloon bed" which weighs in at a
featherweight 100g. This is a double layer of nylon with seven stitched sleeves into
which you insert long thin party balloons you inflate with a tiny hand pump you carry
with you. Blowing up the balloons takes a long time but it makes a good bed until
inevitably a couple of the balloons pop in the middle of the night.
Stove: I have an MSR Pocket Rocket which is great and the most popular gas stove
people use. It's light and boils water very quickly. We only carry 100g or 125g gas
canisters to save weight.
Pan: I used to pack a steel pan with tinfoil for a lid but now use an Alpkit titanium
mug instead. It holds 750ml, enough for two portions of whatever course you're
having for dinner or breakfast. MSR make these too.
As soon as you get to the campsite at the end of the first day your three priorities are:
hot food, pitching your tent and getting into dry clothes (which you'll probably be
racing in the next day). People don't take spare shoes with them so to keep their
spare socks dry it's normal to pack a pair of plastic bags to wear over your socks
inside your wet shoes during the evening.
Clothing is down to personal
preference (but never cotton). I
like powerstretch gloves and
take two hats with me - a thick
one for the overnight camp or if
it's really cold during the day
and a thin one I can wear when
I'm running.
Food is also down to personal
preference. It needs to provide
lots of energy, warm you up and
lift your spirits. Pot noodles (or
Kabuto noodles), cous cous,
dehydrated meals, custard and
cake bars, porridge (for
breakfast) all are good. A pot
noodle or Kabuto noodle first
course is handy as you can use
the pot to eat the rest of your
meals out of. You'll also need to take food to eat during the day while you're racing to
keep your sugar levels up. This is more challenging as your appetite often disappears
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when you've been running for a while; sweet things are especially difficult to get
down. Try lots of different things during training and see what suits you best.
Water: A lot of people clip a cup on the outside of their pack which they use to pick up
water every time they come to a stream. I carry a 500ml bottle instead which I fill at
every stream. Water is very heavy so people don't usually carry big bottles or
bladders full of it in their pack.
Backpack: last but not least you need a bag to put it all in. It's really worth getting a
specific mountain marathon pack rather than using a standard backpack. These are
designed for running and are lightweight, comfortable and have compression straps to
keep the weight stable and close to your back. They have plenty of pockets including
handy ones on your waistband. Lowe Alpine and Inov8 make good bags but the most
popular ones are made by OMM (which also runs the most popular of these events,
the Original Mountain Marathon, every autumn). Sizes vary depending on how much
you've paid to buy the smallest and lightest gear to fill it and on how much extra kit
you've decided to bring with you. 25 to 32 litres is normal but sub 20 litres is not
unheard of. I use a 32 litre Lowe Alpine sack. Supermarket rubble sacks are great for
lining your backpack and keeping everything dry by the way.
I realise It is a bit ridiculous of me to be obsessing with cutting a few grams here and
there from kit when I'm carrying several extra kilos myself but it feeds my gadget
mania, gives me something to put on my christmas list every year and after all, every
little helps.
Interested in having a go? There’s still places for the Highlander Mountain Marathon
available (arguably the best mountain marathon there is) and time enough to train.
http://www.handsonevents.co.uk/?page_id=13
All photos are of Antony
and Mark at the
Highlander Mountain
Marathon except this
one which is of Antony
and Jan enjoying the
sunshine at the midpoint
camp on the Saunders
Lakeland Mountain
Marathon this summer.
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What’s in Chris Smart’s Mountain Marathon pack?
Pack:
OMM Classic 25L. I’m very pleased with this. Pockets on waist belt
give on-the-move access to energy bars etc. Built in whistle on the
chest strap is handy (never used it but it is a mandatory piece of kit
on Mountain Marathons). Mesh side pockets and top pockets for
easy access, e.g. at controls. Hard wearing – had it for about 5
years and still as good as new, my previous pack was a Salomon
Raid which had disintegrated after 5 years.

Tent:
Terra Nova Laser Photon. At 670g, you can’t get
much lighter. It’s a one-person tent but two can
squeeze in for a Mountain Marathon. £380 new but I
got mine on ebay for much less.

Sleeping bag:
Old but still just about functioning
(like its owner)
Mountain Equipment down bag (can’t remember the model and the
label has faded to illegibility). Now 39 years old but still keeping me
just about warm enough. Being filled with down, it doesn’t retain
much heat when sodden (which has happened on a couple of Original
Mountain Marathon (OMM) events), so I now use a silk liner for extra
warmth when dry and hypothermia prevention when wet. A bit bulkier
and heavier than modern bags but not sufficiently so to warrant
discarding it, in my view.
Sleeping mat:
The OMM packs have a nice feature – the padding in the back of the pack can be
removed and used as a sleeping mat. When unfolded, it is long enough to insulate
from shoulder to hip, which I find is enough. I did buy a Balloon bed, which consists
of very light fabric sewn to create pockets into which long balloons are inserted, once
they have been inflated with a light plastic pump – I have used it once and it was
comfortable but every other time I have been too knackered to set it up, so now I
don’t even take it.
Waterproofs:
OMM Kamleika trousers, Lowe Alpine jacket. The trousers were a forced purchase
four years ago, when I forgot my old ones and the Kamleikas were the only ones
available in the OMM event shop – expensive (about £80 then) but very good as they
are so comfortable, I just wear shorts under them. Jacket is basic but does the job of
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keeping out the worst of the weather – will almost certainly splash out on a Kamleika
jacket in the next year or two when the current one wears out.
Clothing:
Day time – thermal T shirt and Tog24 long sleeve base layer with shorts – waterproofs
as well if particularly cold or wet. On arrival at camp, day gear is supplemented by
Ron Hill Tracksters and a Tog24 fleece, which have been kept dry in the pack during
the day.
Hat, gloves and socks:
Acteryx toque keeps the ears warm. Running gloves for the day, supplemented by a
warmer pair for camp as my hands get very cold. Two pairs of Hilly Mono-skin Offroad socks – dry pair in the pack to be put on at camp and kept dry by having feet
inside plastic bags.
Cookware:
MSR Pocket Rocket – nice small stove which heats water very quickly. A 100g gas
container provides enough fuel for evening meal and breakfast, with enough left to
make a hot drink on day 2 as stipulated in the rules of most MMs. A light aluminium
pan, with a piece of foil for the lid and another piece of foil for a windbreak, keeps this
kit to well under a kilo
Food & drink:
Gels and flapjack during the day, with a cheese and pickle sandwich for lunchtime – a
cup on the waist belt to get water when crossing streams. The evening meal consists
of two pot noodles (contents of each emptied into a separate plastic bag and both
bags stuffed into one pot) and lots of tea and coffee. I have carried instant custard on
many occasions and used it infrequently, so I give that a miss for the OMM though
may use it for a summer MM. Breakfast is instant porridge or Weetabix with some
powdered milk.
First aid kit and survival bag:
The basic kit, as demanded by the event rules, is supplemented with some ibuprofen.
The OMM now requires a survival bag, so I use an Adventure Medical Kits emergency
bivvy bag.
Shoes:
Fresh (actually not so fresh!) from the OMM I’m currently using
a pair of Walsh PB Ultra Extreme fell shoes, which do have
excellent grip on most surfaces. I had a break from Walshes
after a pair fell apart in the 2008 OMM but that was my fault for
using them for one year too many and I am glad that I have
gone back to Walshes.
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th

Dark Mountains Marathon – 26

January 2013

This January, there is an exciting new event called the Dark Mountains. It takes the
classic two-day mountain marathon format and gives it a new…darker twist. Rather
than 2 days of running with an overnight camp in between, Dark Mountains packs
everything into one winters’ night. Jonathan is signed up to do this and currently
looking for a partner to pair up with as Chris Smart is unable to make it. See
http://www.dark-mountains.com/
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RACE NEWS
Uphill to Wells Relay. Saturday 22nd September 2012
This is Jim and his friend Neil
during the race – taken at
Wavering Down trig point.
This is an off-road relay (can
be run solo) race starting at
Uphill beach and finishing at
Wells Cathedral. The route is
90% off-road and more or less
exactly follows the West
Mendip Way along footpaths
and bridleways.

JW Corbett Race 22nd September
Alex's Florida Race
“Well, I'm back from my
holiday in the USA and here is
a picture of me at the end of
a 50 mile race in Florida
representing TACH. Finished
in 9hr 44min which was good
enough for second place
which was a nice bonus.
Race was pretty flat, but
about a quarter consisted of
water logged trail from about
ankle deep to up to you waist
so a lot of wading involved. I
did rain for a while which help
with the heat, but once the rain stopped it was about 30C what 80% humidity, which
was tough. Overall I'm pretty pleased with my
performance.”

 Part of the actual trail!
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Luke Taylor – Trail des Aiguilles Rouges - 29th September
“Had a fab weekend at the Trail des Aiguilles
Rouges - a 52km mountain ultra-marathon
with 4500m of climbing. With Ian
Beckingham as team manager, and Adrian
Bellingham, Tim Raynor and Phil Guest as
fellow competitors. Finished in 09hrs55mins
for 172/800 position.”

The Aiguilles Rouges, meaning Red Peaks,
are opposite the Mont Blanc massif. It is
the colour of the iron rich rock that gives
the Aiguilles Rouges its name. In 1974, the
Reserve Naturelle des Aiguilles Rouges
(Aiguilles Rouges Nature Reserve) which
covers 3279 hectares was created to
protect this range. There are numerous
lakes and is home to many climbing crags.
The route changes each year which keeps it
interesting as the scenery is stunning, but it never
fails in being one of the most gruelling and
demanding 50k race. It finishes at Lac des
Chavants where runners are reunited with family
and friends, and enjoy a beer and bowl of
tartiflette to celebrate. Well done Luke!
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Pics from the Mendip Muddle - 13th October
The Mendip Muddle is a 20km multi-terrain race. The route is tough (there is 420m of
climb), but very interesting, set in some of the finest scenery in the West Country.
There are Roman lead mines, underground rivers, a nature reserve, open moorland,
potholes, an ancient rabbit warren, an Iron Age fort, deciduous and conifer forest, and
prehistoric tumuli. Looks like the weather was glorious.

Rachel – at the start
….…..... and at the finish.
Jim and Sis. before the race.

Bog & Bryn 4th November
The Bog & Bryn Challenge is a tough 20km multi-terrain scenic race, across the
footpaths, open fields, country lanes and woodland of Llantarnam, Henllys,
Rogerstone, Coed Eva and Hollybush. The route includes numerous stiles and stream
crossings, very challenging terrain underfoot and a total elevation of approximately
500m (1640 ft).
Cindy wrote, “Just did the Bog & Bryn 20k multi terrain race (with Graham Bazley &
my sister). Really fab course, well marshalled,huge amounts of mud, a hint of snow
and plentiful cakes at the end. Perfect! Really recommend it for next year, very much
a 'TACH style' run.”
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Race Results for Tach Members
September - November 2012
JW Corbett Race 50m
22/9/12 100 runners
Name
Time
Position
Alex Foster
9h 44m
2
JW Corbett Race 50m
22/9/12 100 runners
Name
Time
Position
Alex Foster
9h 44m
2
Scafell Pike Fell Race 4.5m
22/9/12 99 runners
Name
Time
Position
Ian Ruck
1:33:28
58
Jonathan Gledson
1:34:14
59
Uphill to Wells Relay 28.5m
22/9/12 10 teams; 8 solo runners
Name
Time
Position
Jim Plunkett-Cole
5h 57m
?
Bristol Half marathon 13.1m
30/9/12 9974 runners
Name
Time
Position
Ian Ruck
1:30:28
565
Joe Scaife
1:39:51
1621
Patrick Winstone
1:42:30
2020
Rachel Foyle
!:44:13
2362
Jon Smart
1:45:59
2716
Chris Smart
1:47:55
3064
Ruth Ruck
1:55:54
4733
Claire Rees
2:04:33
6440
Trail des Aigulles Rouges 54k
30/9/12 537 runners
Name
Time
Position
Luke Taylor
9:55:50
172
Hogweed Major Muggles 15.9m
6/10/12 44 runners
Name
Time
Position
Jim Plunkett-Cole
2:22;22
10
Cathy Fagg
3:04:28
36
Hogweed Mimsy Muggles 10.9m
6/10/12 34 runners
Name
Time
Position
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Jonathan Gledson
Andy Fagg

1:22:59
1:51:01

2
21

Budapest Marathon 26.2m
7/10/12 3585 runners
Name
Time
Position
Graham Bazley
3:47:32
946
Natasha Breen
4:27:07
386 (F)
Chris Smart
4:30:56
2161

Mendip Muddle
14/10/12 296 runners
Name
Time
Position
Jim Plunkett-Cole
1:40:15
15
Jonathan Gledson
1:41:28
19
Luke Taylor
1:42:07
23
Ian Ruck
1:44:30
34
Patrick Winstone
2:02:33
118
Rachel Foyle
2:05:06
134
OMM Long Score
27-28/10/12 126 teams
Name (score)
Time
Position
Rob Hicks (595)
12:54:41
10
Chris Smart (277) 13:24:05
100
Bog & Bryn Challenge 20k
4/11/12 116 runners
Name
Time
Position
Graham Bazley
2:05:20
74
Cindy Crossland
2:16”07
96
CTS Gower Half Marathon 13.3 miles
240 runners
Name
Time
Position
Andy Fagg
2:48:16
184
CTS Gower Marathon 26.9 miles
83 runners
Name
Time
Position
Chris Smart
6:34:48
49
(started ultra,
switched to
marathon)
Cathy Fagg (1st
6:47:12
54
FV55)
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CTS Gower Ultra 34 miles
27 runners started
Name
Time
Position
Alex Foster
DNF
Sodbury Slog 8.5 miles
1041 runners
Name
Time
Position
Ian Ruck
1:10:15
49
Jonathan Gledson
1:10:24
51
Graham Bazley
1:35:28
503
Lucien Campbell2:25:06
1028
Kemp
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Upcoming Races Diary
Green races count towards the Club Championship.
Please see TACH website soon for updated diary..

TACH Championship Race:
Sunday, 02 December 2012The Full Monty Cute
Crewkerne Running Club.MULTI TERRAIN - 10 hills in 10 miles
RACE LENGTH: 10 miles.
LOCATION: Ham Hill Country Park, Stoke sub Hamdon, Somerset.
Sunday, 09 December 2012Christmas Cracker
Weston Athletic ClubMULTI TERRAIN - Flat, on tarmac and beach
RACE LENGTH: 10K.
LOCATION: Weston College, Knightstone Road, BS23 2AL
Sunday, 23 December 2012Wellington Monument Race
Taunton Athletic ClubMULTI TERRAIN - Route climbs up and circles the
Wellington Monument
RACE LENGTH: 6.2 miles.
LOCATION: The Catherine Wheel Public house, Hemyock
Sunday, 30 December 2012Seven Sins Challenge
British Triathlon FederationOFF ROAD - Seven tough hills over beautiful
forest trails
RACE LENGTH: 7 miles.
LOCATION: New Road off A48 Nr Blakeney,, Forest of Dean, GL15 4ST
The Roseland August Trail – 17 August 2013 [Save this date in your diary]
Online entry opens January 2013 via our new website, places are limited and are
already in demand. Camping, music, bar, dancing - and a new distance.
www.mudcrewevents.co.uk
Mud Sweat and Tears aplenty...
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MOORLAND MULTI-TERRAIN
10km (approx) Community Challenge Race
3rd February 2013 at 11am
Avon Riding Centre
Kings Weston Road
Henbury, Bristol
BS10 7QT
The race is organised by Avon Riding Centre in association with Town and Country
Harriers.
The race will be held under UK Athletics (TRA) rules; permit applied for.
Refreshments will be available after the race, and there will be water and first aid at
the finish.
All entrants must be 16 or over. Limited changing facilities - no showers
Prize Categories: M&F 16-24, 25-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+
Entries: £6 (£8 unaffiliated), £2 extra on the day (if race not full)
Race limit: 300. Closing date for pre-entries: 26th Jan 2013
ENTER AT
WWW.TACH.ORG.UK
All proceeds from this race will support Avon Riding Centre
(registered charity no. 281648), a leading charity dedicated to the provision of riding
tuition and therapy to adults and children with all kinds of disability.

This exciting course, of approximately ten kilometres, is set in the last remnant of
countryside in the City of Bristol. It combines close-cropped paddocks, rough grazing,
woodland rides, slippery slopes, a reedy nature reserve, grassy margins around an
industrial estate and enough tarmac, rough tracks and puddles to make your choice of
footwear interesting! There is approximately 75 metres of climb, mainly concentrated
in the last mile.
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Dartmoor Training Weekend – 16th to 17th February
Rob Hicks says, “Hello. I've been in Okehampton for about 4 months now and have
found some great training runs to share with TACH members new and old. How about
joining me for a weekend of Dartmoor running? Like all TACH training runs we will
start and finish as a group and quicker runners will be able to cover moor (!) miles.
The YH offers cheap and convenient accommodation and the town and its cafes and
pubs is a shortish walk down the hill. Let me know if you have any questions.”

Championship Update
Not much chance of anyone catching Chris now!
Chris Smart

388 points

Jayne King

266

Cathy Fagg

261

Sam Edwards

256

Mark Vogan

235

Luke Taylor

222

Andy Fagg

220

Cindy Crossland

217

Judith Chubb Whittle

203

Tilly Shaw

184

Lucien Campbell-Kemp

176

Helen King

143

Antony Clark

83

Jonathan Gledson

74

Rachel Foyle

70

Don't forget to notch-up your TACH Club Championship points and race results, by
going to the Google spreadsheet at - http://goo.gl/0a4Km
If you have any problems with the spreadsheet contact tach.championship@gmail.com
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The Run List
Date

Venue

Map

Leader

Comments

29/11/2012 The Anchor Inn, Thornbury, BS35 1JY. 17 ST643910 Mark V.

New area, with a S shorter option.

06/12/2012 Old Lock and Weir, Ferry Rd Hanham 6 ST648700 Cindy
Mills, Bristol BS15 3NU.

River, woods and mud

13/12/2012 The Battleaxes, Wraxall BS48 1LQ.
20/12/2012 SE Bristol - T.B.A.
27/12/2012 The Fox and Badger, Railway Lane,
Wellow, Bath BA2 8QG.

7 ST496715 Andy

S Short run by Cathy.

Jonathan
16 ST740582 Simon
Whittle

New run route.

03/01/2013 The Three Tuns, 78 Saint George's
0 ST580726 Antony
Road, Bristol BS1 5UR. 200 metres W
of the Cathedral.

Treasure hunt!

10/01/2013 The George Inn, Abbots Leigh, N
Somerset BS8 3RP. On th A369
Bristol to Portishead road.

3 ST543737 Rachel
Foyle

Lovely pub and great countryside.

17/01/2013 King William, Severn Road, Hallen,
Bristol BS10 7RZ.

8 ST549801 Tilly

The multi moorland race route.

24/01/2013 Cotham, Bristol. Venue T.B.A.
31/01/2013 The Burrington Inn, Burrington
Combe, North Somerset BS40 7AT.

Sam
14 ST476589 Graham

Running in the wonderful, wild Mendip Hills.

and don’t forget to check the TACH website for updates and changes....

Tuesday training runs
There are regular Tuesday night training runs of approximately 5km with hill rep
options. These sessions are suitable for all abilities.
Sessions start at 7:30pm from the The Greenway Centre, Doncaster Road, Southmead
BS10 5PY
For further details, check out the TACH Facebook page.
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RECIPE CORNER
Editor is vegan, but admits this looks delicious and has absolutely nothing to do with
running, but hey…
Lamb Shanks in Red Wine Sauce
Ingredients:
2 small oranges
350ml red wine
4 lamb shanks
1 tblspn olive oil
12 garlic cloves
400g tin tomatoes
4 sprigs rosemary or sprinkling of dried
50g dry pitted black olives, sliced
Pare some long zest strips from one orange,
then juice all oranges into small saucepan.
Add red wine and zest & warm.
Put lamb into a food bag, pour over the wine/juice, close bag and leave to marinate at
room temp (4 hrs) or in fridge (1-2 days).
In large casserole dish, heat oil. Remove lamb from bag and dry off. (Reserve liquid).
Cook 5 min. medium heat or until browned all over.
Add marinade and boil rapidly for 5 min.
Add garlic, tomatoes, herbs, olives and seasoning.
Cover and simmer for 1.5 hrs, then remove lid and simmer for 30 min.
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